Automatic text classification is a research focus and core technology in information retrieval and natural language processing. Different from the traditional text classification methods (SVM, Bayesian, KNN), the class-center vector method is an important text classification method, which has the advantages of less calculation and high efficiency. However, the traditional class-center vector method for text classification has the disadvantages that the class vector is large and sparse, and its classification accuracy is not high because of the lack of semantic information. To overcome these problems, this paper proposes a novel class-center vector model for text classification using dependencies and a semantic dictionary. We respectively use WordNet English semantic dictionary and Tongyici Cilin Chinese semantic dictionary to cluster the English or Chinese feature words in the class-center vector and to significantly reduce the dimension of class-center vector, thereby realizing a new class-center vector for text classification using dependencies and a semantic dictionary. Experiments show that, compared with traditional text classification algorithms, the improved class-center vector method has lower time complexity and higher accuracy on the 20Newsgroups English corpus, Fudan and Sogou Chinese corpus. This paper is an improved version of our NLPCC2019 conference paper.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the rapid development and increasing popularity of Internet technology, electronic text information is expanding rapidly. How to effectively organize and manage this text information becomes an urgent challenge [1] . Text classification is the key technology to deal with and organize a large number of text information, which can solve the problem of information scrambling to a great extent, and it is convenient for users to accurately locate the required information and shunt information. So text classification is one of the important research directions [2] .
Common text classification algorithms include the Bayesian classification [3] , K -Nearest Neighbor (KNN) [4] ,
The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and approving it for publication was Chang Choi . Support Vector Machine (SVM) [5] , and class-center vector algorithms [6] . Although the Bayesian algorithm is simple in principle and easy to implement, it is based on the hypothesis that the classification accuracy will be high only if the text dataset is independent of each other [7] . The classification accuracy of KNN is very high, but the classification efficiency is very low. SVM is widely used in small corpora because of its strong generalization ability, but it is not very effective in large corpora [8] . The main advantage of the class-center vector method is that the corpus is greatly reduced before its classification process [9] . Therefore, its classification process has a less calculation and high classification efficiency. However, the traditional class-center vector algorithms for text classification have the disadvantages that the class vector is large and sparse, classification accuracy is not high and lacks semantic information.
In terms of weight calculations for text vectors, in 1973, Salton and Yu [10] combined the idea of Jones and Karen [11] to present a TFIDF (Frequency & Inverse Documentation Frequency Term) algorithm. The TFIDF algorithm has been highly favored by the relevant researchers [12] - [14] and many application fields, because of its easy understanding, simple operation, low time complexity, high accuracy, and high recall rate. To further improve its performance, scholars have made continuous efforts. For example, How and Narayanan [12] put forward the Category Term Descriptor (CTD) to improve TFIDF in 2004. It solved the adverse effect of the number of documents in different categories on the TFIDF algorithm. Qu et al. [13] proposed a new approach for calculating text vector weights, which combined simple distance vector to traditional TFIDF algorithms and obtained the very good classification effect. In 2012, Wang et al. [14] proposed a new TFIDF algorithm based on information gain and information entropy. This method only considers the feature words with high information gain. The above methods have made some progress in improving the performance of TFIDF algorithm, but they all lack the combination of text semantics to understand the text content.
Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [15] and Nonnegative Matrix Factorization (NMF) [16] are traditional techniques for dimensionality reduction. However, the PCA contains both positive and negative values in the decomposed matrices, the cost of PCA computation will be prohibitive when matrices become large. The NMF is distinguished from the PCA method by its non-negativity constraints. These constraints lead to a part-based representation because they allow only additive, not subtractive, combinations. Besides, PCA and NMF are only suitable for vectors that have the same order of magnitude, and both require dimensionality reduction. In this paper, the dimension of the class-center vector is much bigger than the classified text vector, and their order of magnitude is not equivalent. Therefore, neither PCA nor NMF is suitable for the dimensionality reduction of this paper.
To overcome the above problems, this paper proposes a novel class-center vector model for text classification using dependencies, a semantic dictionary and part-of-speech. The main contributions of this paper can be summarized as follows:
(1) Aiming at the semantic defect of the statistics-based TFIDF algorithm, we introduce dependencies, synonyms in the semantic dictionary and the part-of-speech to understand and optimize the text feature, and put forward an improved weight calculation method based on TFIDF. (2) We respectively use the category nodes located in the 6-9 layers of WordNet and the category code with ''#'' in Tongyici Cilin Extension Version to cluster the English or Chinese feature words in the class-center vector and to significantly reduce the dimension of classcenter vector, thereby realizing a new class-center vector for text classification using dependencies and the semantic dictionary. (3) Since the dimension of our clustered class-center vector is very different from that of the classified text vector, the similarity between them is not suitable to directly use the traditional cosine similarity method. This paper proposes a new vector similarity method for our clustered class-center vector and the classified text vector, in which their similarity is expressed as a ratio of the sum of the classified text feature weights matching with the class-center vector and the sum of all the feature weights in the class-center vectors. It can improve the accuracy of our class-center vector text classification.
II. RELATION WORK A. DEPENDENCY THEORY
Dependency syntactic relationship is different from the tree structure of syntactic structure parsing, it represents the dependency between sentence components in natural language. The French linguist Tesiniere [24] was the first to propose the concept of dependency. He believed that the predicate is the dominating center of a sentence, and any component it controls is distributed in the sentence in several specific relationships. Dependency can be expressed as a semantic relationship between the central word and a dependent word through a specific structure. The syntactic analysis of dependencies can reflect the semantic dependencies of the components in a sentence. It is not affected by the physical location of the components and can accurately analyze the same semantics of heterogeneous structural sentences. In this paper, the dependency syntactic analyzer Stanford Parser 1 developed by the Natural Language Processing Laboratory of Stanford University is used to obtain the dependencies information between the words in the sentence.
B. SEMANTIC DICTIONARY 1) WordNet
At present, the semantic dictionaries WordNet [17] , Verb-Net [18] , FrameNet [19] , and MindNet [20] can be used as the taxonomic ontology for similarity measures. Most of the popular similarity approaches are implemented and evaluated using WordNet as the underlying reference ontology because of its clear concept hierarchy and abundant vocabulary [21] , [25] . WordNet is a large cognitive linguistics English dictionary designed and realized by psychologists, linguists, and computer engineers in University of Princeton [22] .
The research work of WordNet began in 1985. With continuous research and development, WordNet version 3.0 already has more than 150000 index words. These words are divided into nouns, verbs, adjectives, and adverbs (a word may have multiple parts-of-speech) according to part-of-speech. Each word is organized into one or more synonym sets, each synonym set represents a basic semantic concept, and these sets are also connected by various relationships. There is no connection between the four different part-of-speech networks. If there is no other special description in this paper, the WordNet used refers to the WordNet 3.0 version that can be downloaded on the WordNet website. 2 
2) TONGYICI CILIN
The Tongyici Cilin was compiled by Mei [23] in 1983. The original intention is to provide more synonyms, which is helpful to the writing and translation works. The earliest version of Tongyici Cilin has not been updated for a long time. Therefore, some words in the original version became uncommon words, and many new words were not added. In view of this, Harbin Institute of Technology Information Retrieval Laboratory extended the three-layer code of Tongyici Cilin into five-layer code that is called Tongyici Cilin Extension Version, which is shown in FIGURE 1. The five-layer coding in Tongyici Cilin Extension Version divides the original Cilin into tree-like five-layer structure and represents a group of words according to the five hierarchical structure.
The five-layer coding information in Tongyici Cilin Extension Version is shown in TABLE 1.
In the above five-layer coding (from left to right), the first uppercase letter represents a large class, the second lowercase letter represents a middle class, two decimal integers in codes 3 and 4 represent a small class, the fifth code represents a word group, the sixth and seventh codes represent an atomic word group that cannot be subdivided. The eighth code is ''='', ''#'', ''@'', and these three signs have different meanings. ''='' represents equal and synonymous words; ''#'' represents unequal and similar words that belong to the related words; ''@'' represents independent and self-enclosed words that are neither synonymous nor related words in the dictionary. In this paper, the Tongyici Cilin Extension Version 2 https://wordnet.princeton.edu/ is used for synonym replacement and feature clustering in Chinese corpus.
C. CLASS-CENTER VECTOR METHOD
The basic idea of the class-center vector method [6] is to use the arithmetic average method to determine the class-center vector of each class, calculate the similarities between the classified text vector and each class-center vector according to the cosine similarity formula, and assign the classified text into the category with the highest similarity value. The detailed calculation steps are as follows:
(1) The arithmetic average formula is used to determine the class-center vector. The formula is as follows:
where m is the feature dimension of class-center vector; t k,j represents the jth feature of the class-center vector of the kth class; w k,j is the weight value of the jth feature of the classcenter vector of the kth class; S k is the total number of text in the kth category in the training set; w k i ,j represents the weight value of the jth feature of the ith text in the kth category, and can be calculated by a feature weight algorithm (such as the TFIDF algorithm).
(2) The xth classified text is represented as a text feature vector v d x :
where l is the dimension of the text feature vector; t x,j denotes the jth feature of the xth classified text; w x,j is the weight value of the jth feature in the xth classified text, and can be calculated by the feature weight algorithm.
(3) Cosine similarity is generally used to calculate the similarity between the class-center vector and the classified text vector, and the formula is as follows:
(4) All the calculated similarity values are sorted by their values, and the classified text is classified into the category with the largest similarity value.
III. IMPROVEMENT A. TFIDF WEIGHT IMPROVEMENT BASED ON DEPENDENCIES
Syntactic analysis based on dependencies can reflect the semantic relationship between the components in a sentence, and is not affected by the physical location of the component [24] . Now it is widely used in the analysis of sentence structure. Firstly, according to the different dependencies between a word and the predicate in a sentence, we determine the importance of the word to the sentence, the text and even the category; that is, determines the importance of the word to the text according to the sentence component represented by the word. Then, according to the importance of different components to the sentence, we divide the sentence components into eight levels (see TABLE 2) , and propose an improved TFIDF method for text classification according to TABLE 2. In a sentence, the subject, as the agent of the predicate, is the most important component, so this paper classifies the dependencies of all the subject components as the first level feature. As the object of the predicate, it is the sub-important component, and the dependencies of all the object components are classified as the second level feature. Nominal modifiers are classified as the third level feature. Predicate is the core of a sentence, but it is generally a verb and it is a central word in the dependencies syntax. Verbs have the universal applicability, so they are not as important to text classification as nouns. Therefore, all the predicate component words are classified as the fourth level characteristic. The attribute-headword relationship and adverbialheadword relationship are generally produced by adjectives and adverbs. As a sentence component, they may be the three major categories of attributive, complement, and adverbial, which are classified into the fifth, sixth and seventh levels, respectively. In addition, all words with other dependencies such as Mod (modifier), Pass (passive modifier), Tmod (temporal modifier) and Amod (adjective modifier) are classified as the eighth level feature.
After classifying the text features in the corpus according to dependencies, this paper proposes the following TFIDF weight calculation method based on dependencies and the synonyms in the semantic dictionary. The specific steps are as follows:
(1) The synonyms and near-synonyms in the text are merged according to the semantic dictionary, in which the synonyms uses the first word in the synonym set as their feature representation, and the near-synonyms that have similar-to relationship in WordNet uses the first searched word in the semantic dictionary as their feature representation.
(2) The number of times that the feature word t i appears in the text is counted, it is set to m. Then, according to the result of dependency syntactic analysis implemented by Stanford Parser, we get the sentence component of jth (1 ≤ j ≤ m) occurrence of the feature word t i in the text, and classify the sentence component as the k i,j level according to TABLE 2 and assigns it a weight w i,j , which is calculated as follows:
where λ is a parameter, which is used to adjust the weight gap between feature grades, and its range is [0, 1]. (3) The improved frequency TF i with weights for the feature word t i in the text is calculated as follows:
(4) Finally, we propose the following improved weight formula based on dependency and semantic dictionary for feature word t i :
where s denotes the total number of words in the text where feature t i is located and D denotes the total number of texts in the corpus, p i denotes the number of the texts containing the feature word t i .
B. TFIDF WEIGHT IMPROVEMENT BASED ON PART-OF-SPEECH
In view of semantic defects, we propose a TFIDF feature selection method based on dependencies and the semantic dictionary. In the part-of-speech statistics of feature words, it is found that the text is composed of real words (verbs, nouns, adjectives, quantifiers, and pronouns) and function words (adverbs, propositions, conjunctions, auxiliary words, interjections, onomatopoetic words). According to the partof-speech statistics of the three corpus: in the various categories of Fudan corpus, the proportion of nouns and verbs in Culture and 80% in Recruitment. In the 20Newsgroups corpus, the text in the corpus is almost nouns and verbs because of the root restoration in the preprocessing process. Therefore, we think that the feature vector of text is mainly composed of nouns and verbs, and the other lexical features are less important than the nouns and verbs.
In this paper, we divide the real words and the function words into four part-of-speeches, as shown in the following table:  In TABLE 3 , nouns and verbs are divided into the first level of part-of-speech; adjectives, quantifiers, and pronouns are divided into the second level of part-of-speech; adverbs, propositions, and conjunctions are divided into the third level of part-of-speech; auxiliary words, interjections, and onomatopoetic words are divided into the fourth level of partof-speech. After improving TFIDF feature weight based on dependencies and filtering the negative feature, according to TABLE 3, this paper propose a method that uses feature's part-of-speech to secondarily filter the noise features. The specific steps are as follows:
(1) After the improvement of TFIDF weight calculation based on dependencies and the semantic dictionary, the ranking is performed according to the feature weight value from high to low, and the appropriate TOP-K (The value of K is verified by experiments) is selected to form a new ordered feature word set. (2) Then, we get the part-of-speech tagging in the word set using Stanford parser and classify the feature into the corresponding level of the feature's part-of-speech according to TABLE 3. (3) Finally, we propose the following improved weight formula based on the part-of-speech for feature word t i :
where s denotes the total number of words in the text where the feature t i is located and D denotes the total number of texts in the corpus, p i denotes the number of the texts containing the feature word t i . q i,j represents the part-of-speech level of feature t i in its jth occurrence. β is used to adjust the weight gap between the feature partof-speech levels, and m 2 is the number in the new TOP-K word set. (4) According to formula (6) and (7), we use the weighted average formula to determine the final weight w(t i ) of feature t i :
(5) Sorting from high to low according to all weight values, the appropriate TOP-K' is selected to form a new word set.
C. CLASS-CENTER VECTOR CLUSTERING APPROACH BASED ON A SEMANTIC DICTIONARY 1) CLASS-CENTER VECTOR CLUSTERING APPROACH BASED ON WordNet
In the traditional class-center method, the dimension of a class vector is the union of all the text vectors in the training set of the category, which is very large and sparse. Therefore, the classification accuracy of traditional class-center methods is not very high. Although WordNet-based synonym merging can reduce the dimension of the class-center vector to some extent, this is far from enough. To effectively reduce the dimension of the class-center vector, we use the taxonomic hierarchy in WordNet to cluster the feature words of the English class-center vector. WordNet includes a nominal taxonomy and a verbal taxonomy, in which the majority of nominal synsets have a depth between 6 and 11. As for verbal synsets the depth is mainly between 0 and 4. Considering that verbal taxonomy consists of multiple shallow hierarchies and cannot perform efficient verb clustering, we only use the nominal taxonomy to cluster the nominal features in the class center vector. We use the category nodes in the first to ninth layers of the nominal taxonomy of WordNet to perform clustering effect test on the 20Newsgroups corpus, and the experimental results are shown in FIGURE 2 below.
In FIGURE 2, when nominal features are clustered to the first to fourth layers in WordNet, because the category nodes in the first to fourth layers of the WordNet are too abstract, all features are grouped to the abstract hypernyms in the top, so the classification effect is very poor. When the feature is clustered to the sixth layer of WordNet, the classification effect achieves the best, in which the F1 value reaches 90.74%. When features are clustered to the seventh to ninth layers, the classification effect is still good although it has decreased. Therefore, the coding of the synonym sets of largest common subsumes located in the 6-9 layers of Word-Net is used as the clustering feature. The specific clustering process is as follows:
Firstly, the initial value of the class-center vector is determined by the arithmetic average of the weight of the feature in all documents of the class. The formula is as follows:
where V C 0 k represents the initial class-center vector of the kth category; L is the dimension of the initial class-center vector; t 0 k,j represents the jth feature word in the initial class-center vector of the kth category; w 0 k,j is the initial weight value of the feature t 0 k,j in the initial class-center vector of the kth category; S k represents the total number of the texts of the category k in the training set, w k i (j) represents the weight value of the jth feature in the ith text of category k, which is calculated by formula (8) .
Then, the nominal features in the initial class-center vector are clustered through the WordNet dictionary. If the level of the arbitrary initial feature t 0 k,j in the WordNet is less than or equal to 6, and its TFIDF weight is greater than a threshold value δ to ensure that it can represent the characteristics of the class, then the coding of its first synset in WordNet is used as its clustering feature. Otherwise, we use the coding of the synset of its largest common subsume as its clustering feature. In the initial class-center vector, the largest common subsume is the least common subsume that is located in the 6th to 9th layer of WordNet and contains the most characteristic words in the given initial vectors, such as the b node in FIGURE 3, as well as its TFIDF weight is greater than the threshold value δ. If an initial feature in formula (8) does not have a largest common subsume and its TFIDF weight is greater than the threshold value δ, then the coding of its first synset in WordNet is used as its clustering feature. Initial features that do not meet the above conditions will not be included in the final clustered center vector.
Finally, all the nominal features of the initial class-center vector of the kth category are clustered according to the above steps, and then, according to the following formula, the clustered center vector of the kth category is obtained.
where V C k represents the clustered center vector of the kth category, n is the dimension of the clustered center vector and n is less than or equal to the initial dimension L of the classcenter vector. t k,j denotes the jth feature of the kth category after clustering, W k,j is the weight of t k,j , which is represented by the sum of the weights of the hyponym features of the cluster feature t k,j , t 0 k,i →t k,j w 0 k,i represents the sum of weights for all the initial features that participate in the t k,j feature clustering, in which t 0 k,i → t k,j represents any initial feature t 0 k,i that is a hyponym of the cluster feature t k,j , including t k,j itself.
2) CLASS-CENTER VECTOR CLUSTERING APPROACH BASED ON TONGYICI CILIN
Tongyici Cilin Extension Version has only five layers and no multiple inheritance, so the structure of Tongyici Cilin is easy to understand. In this paper, we use Tongyici Cilin Extension Version to cluster Chinese feature words in the class-center vector and to further reduce the dimension of class-center vector.
In the Tongyici Cilin semantic dictionary, a category code with ''#'' represents a group of related words that belong to the same field. For example, the code ''Ae07A05#'' can represent a group of words: '' (vegetable grower), (cotton grower), (tea grower), (tobacco grower), (sugarcane grower), (flower grower), (forest grower), (ginger grower), (fisherman), (mushroom grower), (jujube grower), (wheat grower), (orange grower), (silkworm grower), (fruit grower) and (melon grower)'', we can directly using their code ''Ae07A05#'' as their clustering feature if its TFIDF weight is greater than a threshold value δ When using Tongyici Cilin Extension Version to cluster features in the Chinese corpus, if features in the class-center vector of a category are related in Tongyici Cilin, they are represented by the code in the Tongyici Cilin, and the corresponding weight is the sum of the weights of all related features in the category, which is
If a feature is not the relevant feature with other in Tongyici Cilin, the original feature is still t 0 k,j , and then form a new class-center vector V C k in formula (10) .
D. A NEW VECTOR SIMILARITY METHOD FOR CLUSTERED CLASS-CENTER VECTORS
Since the dimension of our clustered class-center vector is very different from that of the classified text vector, their similarity is not suitable for calculation directly using the traditional cosine similarity method. This paper proposes a new vector similarity method for our clustered class-center vector, in which the similarity between the class-center vector and the classified text vector is expressed as a ratio of the sum of the classified text feature weights that is matched with the class center vector and the sum of all the weights of the class center vectors. The specific calculation processes are as follows:
(1) According to the dependency-based feature selection method and the improved TFIDF calculation method for the feature weight, the clustered class-center vector V C k for the category c k and the feature vector V d x for the classified text d x are determined; (2) The V C k , V d x are inversely sorted by weights, and the top θ weights are taken to form two new dimension reduction vectors. The calculation formula is as follows:
where θ represents a range of values from 0 to 3000, that is, selecting the most suitable dimension for the vectors V C k and V d x that can make the classification effect best, V θ 1 C k represents the class-center vector of the k th category with the top θ 1 dimension, V θ 2 d x denotes a feature vector of the classified text d x with the top θ 2 dimension, n and q represent the initial dimensions of the vectors V C k , V d x , respectively (3) We propose a new formula to calculate the similarity between the feature vector V θ 2 d x of the classified text d x and the clustered class-center vector V θ 1 C k of the kth category as follows:
where Stem (C k ) denotes the feature set in vector V θ C k , Stem(d x → C k ) represents a feature set in the class-center vector V θ 1 C k that can be successfully matched by the features in the classified text d x . For any feature t x,i in the classified text d x , the match rule between it and any t k,j ∈ Stem(C k ) is as follows: if t x,i and t k,j have the same encoding in WordNet or Tongyici Cilin, or t x,i belongs to the hyponym of its largest common subsume of the t k,j in the 6-9 layers of WordNet, then t x,i successfully matches with t k,j ; otherwise, they are mismatch.
IV. EXPERIMENTS AND ANALYSIS A. CORPUS
In the experimental process of text classification, the choice of corpus is the first step. The choice of corpus will affect whether the classification results are persuasive and accurate. In order to verify the effectiveness of the method proposed in this paper, we chose three authoritative corpora: 20 Newsgroups English corpus, Sogou Chinese corpus, and Fudan Chinese corpus.
In this paper, we make the popular 20Newsgroups corpus as English experimental corpus. 20Newsgroups is composed of 20 categories with a total of 19997 texts, in which each text is an article about a certain category. Because the articles in the corpus are moderate in length and grammatical, these articles are very suitable for dependency analysis. Sogou Chinese corpus is from Sohu website and is a manually classified balanced corpus of news text, including nine categories: Finance, Internet, Health, Education, Military, Tourism, Sports, Culture and Recruitment. Each category has 1990 texts, a total of 1790 texts. The Fudan Chinese corpus provided by Dr. Li Ronglu is a corpus with an unbalanced number of text categories. In order to better verify the experimental results of this paper, we select eight categories (C3-Art, C7-History, C19-Computer, C31-Environment, C32-Agriculture, C34-Economy, C38-Politics, C39-Sports) with relatively balanced text number as experimental subjects. And there are a total of 17367 texts.
B. PREPROCESSING
To perform a text classification experiment, we first need to convert the text in the corpora into a form of data that the computer can directly process, and the preprocessing is the first step to complete the transformation.
The preprocessing of 20Newsgroups in this paper includes stop words deletion and stemming. The text does not require a complicated word segmentation process and only needs to segment words according to spaces. However, there are many stop words in the English text, which will have a certain impact on the experimental results. Therefore, before the classification, it is necessary to remove the stop words from the English text. This article uses the Google English stop vocabulary to process the stop words in the 20Newsgroups. There are many different tenses in the text, which will affect the weight value of a word, and then affect the feature selection and classification effect. Therefore, it is necessary to restore the root of words in different tenses. In this paper, we use Porter stemming algorithm to deal with the non-present tense.
Different from the English corpus, in the text of the Chinese corpora, punctuations are used as separator between sentences, and the same text expression may have different semantics. The accuracy of word segmentation will affect the final classification results. This paper selects the authoritative Chinese Academy of Sciences NLPIR word segmentation tool to segregate Chinese corpora. After word segmentation, the text still contains lots of stop words. At present, the authoritative stop words list includes the Harbin Institute of Technology stop word list, the Sichuan University Machine Intelligence Lab stop word list and Baidu stop word list. These three stop word lists have a large number of coincident stop words, and there are also some unique stop words. Therefore, this paper retains the unique stop words and removes duplicate stop words from these three stop words lists. After the integration, the new stop words list has a total of 1861 stop words. Compared with the three old stop word lists, the new stop word list is more comprehensive and covers more stop words. Thus, the preprocessing of Chinese corpora in this paper uses the new stop word list.
C. COMPARISON OF IMPROVED TFIDF WEIGHT ON DIFFERENT CLASSIFICATION METHODS
To verify the superiority and university of our improved TFIDF weight approach based on dependencies, semantic dictionary and part-of-speech, we combined the improved TFIDF weight with the Bayesian and KNN classification algorithms on the 20Newsgroups English corpus, Sogou Chinese corpus and Fudan Chinese corpus. The experimental results are shown in FIGURE 4, FIGURE 5, which shows that our TFIDF weight approach is effective for different classification methods on various corpora.
It can be discovered from FIGURE 4 that dependencies, semantic dictionary and part-of-speech all can improve the TFIDF weight of the Bayesian classification on the three corpora. Among the three improved factors, the dependencies contribute the most to the improvement of the TFIDF, in which the dependency-based TFIDF weight improves the F1 value of Bayesian classification from 79.24% to 84.56% (improvement rate = 6.71%) on Fudan corpus, the F1 value of Bayesian classification from 84.24% to 86.73% (improvement rate = 2.96%) on Sogou corpus, and the F1 value of Bayesian classification from 83.32% to 86.13% (improvement rate = 3.37%) on 20Newsgroups corpus. After the introduction of semantic dictionary, our proposed TFIDF weight approach can further improve the effects of Bayesian classification methods. Overall, the introduction of semantic dictionary can improve the F1 value of Bayesian classification by 1.63% on Fudan corpus, the F1 value of Bayesian classification by 0.74% on Sogou corpus and the F1 value of Bayesian classification by 1.03% on 20Newsgroups corpus. Moreover, we also introduced part-of-speech to improve the accuracy of Bayesian classification, in which we improved the F1 value of Fudan corpus classification by 1.59%, the F1 value of Sogou corpus classification by 1.67% and the F1 value of 20 Newsgroups English corpus classification by 1.73%.
It can be discovered from FIGURE 5 that dependencies, semantic dictionary and part-of-speech all can improve the TFIDF weight of the KNN classification on the three corpora. Among the three improved factors, different factors have different contributes to the improvement of the TFIDF, in which the dependency-based TFIDF weight improves the F1 value of KNN classification from 84.55% to 85.61% (improvement rate = 1.25%) on Fudan Chinese corpus, the F1 value of KNN classification from 83.11% to 85.66% (improvement rate = 3.07%) on Sogou Chinese corpus, and the F1 value of KNN classification from 78.28% to 84.15% (improvement rate = 7.50%) on 20Newsgroups English corpus. After the introduction of semantic dictionary, our proposed TFIDF weight approach can further improve the effects of KNN classification methods. Overall, the introduction of semantic dictionary can improve the F1 value of KNN classification by 0.54% on Fudan corpus, the F1 value of KNN classification by 0.57% on Sogou corpus and the F1 value of KNN classification by 2.15% on 20Newsgroups English corpus. Moreover, we also introduce part-of-speech to improve the accuracy of KNN classification, in which we improved the F1 value of Fudan corpus classification by 0.56%, the F1 value of Sogou corpus classification by 3.39% and the F1 value of 20Newsgroups English corpus classification by 1.71%.
From all the two figures, we can know that the dependencies, semantic dictionary and part-of-speech all can play an important role in increasing the accuracy of KNN and Bayesian classifications on Fudan Chinese corpus, Sogou Chinese corpus and 20Newgroup English corpus. To sum up, the above experimental comparisons fully prove the effectiveness of the improved feature selection method based on dependencies, semantic dictionary and part of speech.
D. COMPARISON OF THREE INNOVATION POINTS ON THE CLASS-CENTER METHOD
In this paper, we propose three innovation points: a TFIDF weight improvement approach, a class-center vector clustering approach and a new vector similarity algorithm. To better reveal the role of these innovations in the proposed classcenter classification method, we overlay each innovation point one by one to the original class-centric classification method. The experimental results are shown in TABLE 4.  TABLE 4 shows that our improved class-center method significantly improves the F1 value of the original classcenter classification from 78.26% to 90.74% (improvement rate = 15.95%), in which the proposed TFIDF weight approach improves the F1 value of the original class-center classification from 78.26% to 84.15% (improvement rate = 7.53%), the proposed class-center vector clustering approach further improves the F1 value of the class-center classification from 84.15% to 87.65% (improvement rate = 4.16 %) and the proposed new similarity algorithm further improves the F1 value of the class-center classification from 87.65% to 90.74% (improvement rate = 3.53%). Moreover, our improved class-center method significantly reduces the classification time from 20 seconds to 15 seconds.
To compare the computational efficiency of class-center vector with the Bayesian and KNN algorithms, we use 10-fold cross-validation classification experiments on the three corpora (Fudan Chinese Corpus, Sogou Chinese corpus, and 20Newsgroups English corpus) to obtain their classification times. And the results are recorded in TABLE 5.
It can be seen from TABLE 5 that the improved class-center vector algorithm consumes the shortest classification time on the Fudan, Sogou and 20Newgroups corpora. In contrast, the KNN algorithm consumes the longest classification time. It respectively takes 1 hour 55 minutes, 60 minutes, and 
minutes on the 20Newsgroup, Fudan and Sogou corpora.
Because the principle of the KNN algorithm is to calculate the similarity of all the texts in the test set with each text in the training set, the classification efficiency is very low. In addition, the Bayesian algorithm respectively takes 22 minutes, 8 minutes and 4 minutes on the 20Newsgroup, Fudan and Sogou corpora. Compared to the class-center method, the efficiency of Bayesian is still low. Traditional class-center vector algorithm takes 20seconds on the three corpora. When using the improved class-center vector algorithm, it only needs 15seconds to classify the three corpora respectively. So, the efficiency of our improved class-center vector is the highest.
E. COMPARISON OF OUR IMPROVEMENT METHOD WITH VARIOUS CLASSIFICATION METHODS
To verify the superiority of our improved class-center method in terms of performance, we compare our improved classcenter method with various classification methods on Fudan Chinese corpus, Sogou Chinese corpus and 20Newgroup English corpus, including with the KNN, SVM, Bayesian, and original class-center classification methods. The experimental results are shown in TABLE 6. TABLE 6 shows that our improved class-center method is superior to the current popular classification methods such as KNN, SVM and Bayesian in classification accuracy, espe-cially to significantly improve the classification effect of the KNN and class-center vector methods, which benefits from the following three aspects: (1) The dependency-based feature level makes the TFIDF weight calculation more reasonable; (2) The part-of-speech level makes the TFIDF weight calculation more accurate; (3)The feature word clustering based on the semantic dictionary effectively reduces the high dimension and sparsity of the class center vector; and (4) The vector similarity algorithm effectively solves the dimensional inconsistency between the class-center vector and the classified text vector.
V. CONCLUSION
This study reveals: (1) semantic techniques such as dependency level and synonym combination can effectively improve the calculation of text weights based on statistics, and have better performance in various classification methods on the article corpora; (2) using the part-of-speech can realize secondary filter of text feature to further improve the efficiency of text classification (3) the semantic dictionary can play an important role in the clustering of text vectors; (4) targeted similarity algorithm can significantly improve the similarity between text vectors with inconsistent dimensions.
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